
   Easy to use... 
    with convenient
     features:

The freedom to sit,
stand &
recline.

With smooth and secure motion, a Luxury-Lift® recliner 
offers dependable operation at the touch of a button.

3 Year Warranty on lift mechanism & motor

Limited Lifetime Frame Warranty

Hand-Held Control
with easy to use buttons

to control lift, recline and 

massage functions effortlessly. 

Storage Pocket 
Convenient storage pocket 

keeps hand controller 

within reach, with extra 

room for books or magazines.

Massage or Heat 
options let you choose a 

soothing massage with 

3 speed settings and 

relaxing heat in the 

lower back and seat.

   Frame-in-Frame Design
      provides quiet operation and 

        keeps mechanisms safely  

   hidden from interference.



The power to be in control.

Scan this QR code to learn more  
about our Luxury-Lift recliners. Connect with usla-z-boy.com TS0021

La-Z-Boy is the official furniture provider 
of Ronald McDonald House Charities®

La-Z-Boy comfort is at your command with the Luxury-Lift® Power Recliner. Exclusively engineered to provide the smoothest, 

most secure motion, the Luxury-Lift recliner puts the power to sit, stand and recline at your fingertips. An independently operating back lets you raise the leg rest 

with or without the back reclined. Designed to function beautifully, a fully enclosed back provides quiet operation and keeps mechanisms hidden from view.

Lift Recliner 
with Heat
Enjoy the comfort of heat  
in the lower lumbar region  
and seat with two adjustable 
heat settings to relax  
tired muscles.

Lift Recliner
Give yourself a lift whenever 
you need it. The power to sit, 
stand or recline rests in the 
palm of your hand.

“Clayton” Luxury-Lift® Recliner  
(500 lb. lift capacity)   

Available with heat  
or upgrade to
massage & heat

Lift Recliner with 
Massage & Heat
The comfort of heat, plus  
six massage motors in the  
lower lumbar region and seat. 
With three speed settings,  
you can choose a relaxing  
or invigorating massage.

Exclusively engineered for the safest, 
most dependable operation:

Frame-in-Frame Design keeps the 

chair stable and gently supports you with 

greater stability and superior support as you 

sit or stand. A fully enclosed back provides quiet 

operation and keeps mechanisms safely hidden from  

interference by outside objects.

Battery Back-Up feature automatically returns  

the chair to its original seated position in event of a  

power outage.

Auto Reverse Feature can sense if an object is  

obstructing the path of the leg rest as the chair is closing 

and safely returns the leg rest to an open position.

Quality Built & Tested with solid frame construction 

and a durable mechanism that safely lifts up to 500 lbs.

“Rialto” & “Liberty” 
Luxury-Lift® Recliners 

(300 lb. lift capacity)


